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Start-up Use WB p15 for your notes.Start-up

Music

16

In the phrase pop music, what does pop mean? 
How many of the kinds of music on this page do you know? 
Do you play an instrument? If so, which one? If not, would you like to? Which one? 
Have you heard music performed live? What kind of music was it? 
Which do you listen to most: recorded music or live music? Why?

Reading
 • You will read an email. The writer is a supporter of classical music. In the email he 
discusses the qualities of classical music. He says why pop music is not so good. 
Do you think many young people share his view? Why? / Why not?

 • When you discuss different views in writing, it is called discursive writing. An email or an 
essay can be discursive. Think of two other forms of writing that could be discursive. 

Vocabulary
 • These words are in the email: conduct (v) genre emphasise schedule (n)
unreliable enthusiastic. Circle any you cannot remember or guess. Look them up.

 • Find out what these phrasal verbs mean: catch on drop out.

Grammar
 • You will learn more about reported questions. You already know how to report questions 
in the present tense. Report this question: “Does the next train go to London?” asked Anna.

Word focus
 • Dictionary: You will look at words with two or more meanings that are the same part of 
speech. Find two meanings for these nouns: ruler club band.

 • Spelling: You will look at the different spellings for the /uː/ sound. Think of words 
of your own for these spelling patterns making a /uː/ sound: u_e, oo, ew, ou, ue.

 • Word groups: You will look at adjectives and the prefix inter-. Think of a word that 
uses the prefix inter- and write what the word means.

▴ Orchestras got 
even larger, with 
four sections: brass, 
strings, woodwind 
and percussion. Some 
classical pieces 
feature one instrument 
for a soloist who plays 
alongside the full 
orchestra.

Orchestra

Early chamber music group

Soloist▸  Western classical music dates from about the 18th 
century. Composers from countries all over Europe 
wrote orchestral pieces for many instruments, which 
were performed to larger audiences.

orchestra

soloist

▾ Early Western music was played by small 
groups of musicians for a small audience. It 
was usually played in a small private room 
and became known as chamber music.
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▴ All different kinds of
▾ music is heard all 
over the world and 
listeners can choose 
any music they like of 
any type.

Grammar in use
 • You will hear a discussion about the music programme for the festival.
 • You will study transitive and intransitive phrasal verbs. What does a 
transitive verb have that an intransitive verb does not have?

Listening and speaking
 • You will study and practise expressions for asking for and giving opinions. 
Think of three topics that you have strong opinions about.

 • You will discuss opinions on various topics of your choice in a group.
 • You will listen to a conversation about the festival music programme in which 
strong opinions are put forward. Do you have strong opinions about different 
kinds of music that you like or hate? What are they?

Conversation focus  1.07

Gustav helps to organise the school orchestra. Florence and Giorgio play in 
the orchestra.
1  Listen to their conversation in the music department.
2  Read the questions on Workbook page 15. Listen again and answer the questions.   
3  Talk in a group about the kind of music you like. Use the photos to help you, as well 

as any of your own ideas. Ask: Do you like …? Have you ever heard …? Say: I love …, 
I’d really like to see …, I prefer …

Writing
 • You will write a discursive essay. You will be asked to work out what your attitude is to 
a particular question. What does attitude mean?

 • You have heard part of the first meeting of the festival committee at the International 
School. Do you think they are going to organise the festival well? Why? / Why not?

2
pop band

swing band

folk band

jazz band

▴ During the 20th century, when sound 
recording was invented, many different 
kinds of music became popular.

▾ Now, the biggest live 
audiences are at pop 
festivals: 100,000 and 
more watching one band.

traditional music group
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1.08

Reading: an email discussing an issue

Classical is best!

From Gustav Hindman

To Festival committee

Dear festival committee,

The kind of music that we include in our festival is very important and it is absolutely essential that we get it right. 
Obviously, the music programme must include a wide variety of events that will appeal to many different kinds of 
people but, at the same time, I feel that the festival should not attract people who do not really know anything 
about music. I know some people will argue in favour of including pop music but classical music is far more 
appropriate. We have the school’s reputation for excellence to consider and we should not put this at risk.

The first point is that classical music is superior to any other type of music. It is called classical for a reason: it 
stands the test of time and people have been playing it, listening to it and appreciating it for centuries. They know 
it is the best.

Next, we want to attract a broad audience. With the classical genre, that is no problem at all. There is such a wide 
variety of music types, composers, instruments and orchestras within the classical repertoire that we could run 
a classical programme for years and not repeat ourselves. With a range from early music quartets to 70-piece 
orchestras and everything in between, frankly, we will be spoiled for choice.

Having attracted people to the festival, we want them to come to more than one kind of event. The audience for 
classical music is an educated group of people who will understand and appreciate other art forms. They will be 
loyal and enthusiastic supporters of other festival events, such as ballet and art exhibitions.

The field of classical music contains outstandingly talented musicians. It must be clear to everyone that this is what 
we need in order to establish a good musical reputation for the festival. I am in a unique position to help here. My 
uncle conducts a small London-based chamber orchestra. I asked him if he would be able to bring his orchestra 
to our festival and he said he would. This is very exciting. The orchestra is well-known internationally and has had 
some exceptionally good reviews recently. I’m attaching some photos taken at the Berlin festival. I’ve got some 
recordings you can listen to, as well.

Finally, it is important to point out that a classical repertoire is essential for all school students as part of their 
general education and especially in helping them to develop a truly discerning taste in music. More than 70% of 
students in this school play an orchestral instrument and they will benefit enormously from seeing professional 
orchestras perform live.

Subject Music programme
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2

Some people will present pop music as being a desirable part of the programme because lots of people enjoy it. It 
is true. Lots of people do enjoy it. A tune catches on and you hear it on the radio, on TV, on the internet and even 
in the supermarket. You hear it everywhere, then suddenly, it’s gone. It’s only popular for a short time. Pop music 
has no staying power and justifiably so. Most of it is not worth listening to more than a few times.

People say that there are lots of great pop performers. There probably are but that’s all they are: great performers. 
The point is that the music has little merit. It all sounds the same. It is basically guitars and drums and not much 
else. I heard a pop star being interviewed the other day. The reporter asked him how he wrote his music. He said 
that he couldn’t even read music and did it all by ear. What will this type of performer add to the standard of 
the festival?  

The point will be made that pop music will attract a larger, younger audience. It’s true. The City Pop! festival 
attracted an average of 4,000 people to most events. I asked the head teacher if we had a space big enough for 
such a large audience and she said that we did not.

Some people will bring up the idea that pop music is more fun but this is not an advantage. A young and 
inexperienced audience will get over-excited and may start to behave badly. I asked the school caretaker if he had 
ever had trouble with pop concerts and he said he had but, fortunately, not at this school. However, an 
over-excited audience is definitely something we want to avoid.

Somebody might try to make the case that pop celebrities will give the school publicity.  Again, this may be true 
but we have to remind ourselves that things can go wrong. Celebrities often show off and look terrible. They are 
notoriously unreliable, cannot keep to a schedule and may drop out at the last moment. There’s every chance that 
the school’s reputation could suffer.

I conclude by emphasising the superiority of classical music and the dependability of classical musicians and the 
classical music audience. With this choice, the school’s reputation and the events are guaranteed. In contrast, pop 
stars and their fans have little musical education or expertise, and the behaviour of both the performers and their 
audience is potentially a complete disaster. You wouldn’t want to risk the school’s reputation, would you? I hope 
you will think over my point of view and feel able to embrace a purely classical programme.

Best wishes,

Gustav

Assistant conductor, School Orchestra
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Reading comprehension

Reading comprehension: literal and personal response questions; phrase de� nitions; discussion of style and content

Reading comprehension
Discuss these questions.

1  What kind of music does Gustav think is appropriate 
for the festival?

2  How long have people been listening to classical 
music?

3  What other events does he think the classical 
music audience will enjoy?

4  What percentage of students at the school play 
an orchestral instrument?

5  What places does Gustav say you can hear pop music?
6  What instruments does Gustav say that pop 

musicians use?
7  Which staff at the school did Gustav talk to about 

pop concerts?
8 What does Gustav want the festival committee to do?

Match these phrases from the text to the correct de� nition.

the test of time  spoiled for choice  staying power  make the case
in contrast  at risk  in favour of  by ear

1  the ability and strength to go on for a long time 
2  in danger 
3  having a large amount of something available 
4  how good something continues to be over a long period 
5  in support of 
6  using natural ability to recognise sounds accurately 
7  present the argument 
8  completely opposite to 

Discuss these questions about the discursive style of Gustav’s email.

1 How does he divide up the email?  
2 Which paragraphs mention both classical music and pop music? 
3 How many paragraphs does he write that explain the good things about classical music? 
4 How many paragraph does he write that explain the bad things about pop music? 
5 What is the very last point that he makes? 

Discuss your answers to these questions.

1  Do you agree with anything Gustav says about classical music? List the points you agree with. 
Say why you disagree with any others.

2  Do you agree with anything Gustav says about pop music? List the points you agree with.
Say why you disagree with any others.

3  Do you think most people like a) only classical, b) only pop or c) a mixture of both? 
What reasons do you have to support your answer?

What do you think?

 • If you were on the committee, what would you say about Gustav’s email?
 • Do you have a strong preference for either classical or pop music? Why? / Why not?
 • Imagine you have a completely free choice. List three different pieces of music you 
would include in the festival programme. Explain why you chose them.

1

2

3

4

5

Stuck? Remember to 
think about the words 

you already know 
within each phrase.
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Grammar: reported questions 21

2Grammar

Cover the text and read the statements. Write 
True or False. Correct the false statements.

1  Gustav is a classical music fan. 
2  He thinks pop music should be included in the 

festival. 
3  He sent a text to the committee. 
4  He thought a pop concert would not attract many 

people. 
5  He thought a pop concert would be bad for the 

school’s reputation. 

Look at these direct questions. Match them to 
the reported questions in the text. Say how the 
underlined verbs change.

1  “Do you know that pop fans are sometimes badly 
behaved?”

2  “Have you considered all the problems that a pop 
concert could cause?”

3  “Why are you thinking of including pop music in 
the programme?”

4 “Will you reconsider your plans?”
5 “Where can a large pop concert be held?”
6 “Will the school’s reputation be damaged?”

Report the following questions.

1  “Do you like pop music, Lucie?” 
Gustav asked Lucie ...

2  “Has anyone seen Rudi?”
Todd wanted to know ...

3  “What are you discussing?”
Rudi asked the committee ...

4  “Why did Gustav send an email?” Tasha asked ...
5  “Has Gustav been complaining?” Lucie asked ...
6  “What was the orchestra practising?”

Ramon wondered ...

2

3

4

7  “When will the festival take place?”
Some students asked ...

8  “Can the committee answer my questions?”
Gustav asked ...

Reported questions
We report questions using if / whether or question 
words (why, how, etc.).
When the reporting verb is in the present tense, the 
tense of the verb in the question does not change.
“When is the orchestra arriving?”  
Jen wants to know when the orchestra is arriving.
When the reporting verb is in the past tense, the tense 
of the verb in the question usually changes.
present simple / continuous / perfect  
past simple / continuous / perfect
“Where is the orchestra?”  
He wanted to know where the orchestra was.
“Have the musicians arrived?”  
He asked if the musicians had arrived.
past simple / continuous  
past perfect simple / continuous
“Did you buy anything?”  
She asked me whether I had bought anything.
“What has Tom been doing?”  
He asked what Tom had been doing.
will / can  would / could
“When will the concert start?”  
They asked when the concert would start.
“Can I buy a ticket?”  
She wondered whether she could buy a ticket.
There are no question marks in reported questions.
Be very careful with word order!

Read.

Gustav Hindman adores classical music but hates pop music. He did 
not want pop music to be included in the arts festival and he sent 
an email about this to the festival committee. He wanted to know 
why they were thinking of including pop music in the programme and 
he asked whether they had considered all the problems that a pop 
concert could cause for the school. 
He wanted to know where a large pop concert could be held. He 
said that there certainly wasn’t enough space at the school. He asked 
the committee if they knew that young pop fans were sometimes 
badly behaved and he wondered if the school’s reputation would be 
damaged. He asked the committee if they would reconsider their 
plans and invite only classical musicians to the festival.

1
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22 Word focus: dictionary work; spelling:; word groups; pre� xes

Word focus
A  Dictionary work  Words with two or more meanings (1) 

Some words have more than one meaning, even though they are the same part of speech.

Choose the correct de� nition for each word as it is used in the email.

1 instrument  a a tool that is used in science, medicine or technology
b piano, guitar, flute, etc.

2 broad  a wide
b including many different things or people

3 audience  a the people who watch or listen to a performance
b a formal meeting with a very important person

4 disaster  a something very bad that happens and causes a lot of damage or kills a lot of people
b a very bad or annoying situation, or a complete failure

Write a sentence of your own for each of the words above. 
Use the de� nition of each word that is not used in the email.

festival /ˈfestɪv(ə)l/ noun [C]  1  a series of performances of films, plays, music or dancing that is 
usually organised in the same place at the same time each year 

   2  a day or period when there is a public holiday, often to celebrate a 
religious event 

1

2

B  Spelling  Words with the /uː/ sound 

Words with the /uː/ sound can be spelled:
u_e: tune oo: school ue: true
ew: few ou: group

Write the u_e words for these de� nitions.

1  a plan of activities and events, 
and when they will happen s        

2  to make someone or something part 
of a group, collection or set i      

3  a musical instrument f    
4  another word for scent p      

Write the irregular past tense of these verbs.

blow  draw  grow  throw 

Complete these words with ou, ue or oo.

1 ch   se 2 y   th
3 arg   4 thr   gh
5 f   lish 6 gl  

1

2

3

C   Word groups  Positive and negative 
adjectives

Write the headings:

positive  negative

Sort the adjectives under the correct heading as 
they are used in the email.

superior  terrible  educated
unreliable  over-excited  discerning

Write a group of at least � ve words to do with 
music that you can � nd in the email.

D  Pre� xes  inter-

The orchestra is well-known internationally.
 • The prefix inter- means ‘among’ or ‘between’. 

What do these inter- words mean? Use your 
dictionary to help you.

interactive  intercept  interject
interlude  intermediary  interview

Use two of the inter- words in sentences of 
your own.

1

2

1

2
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Grammar in use: transitive and intransitive phrasal verbs

Grammar in use 2

Answer these questions.

1 What does the committee think of Gustav’s email?
2 How big a pop concert can they put on?
3  Do The River Boys sound like an irresponsible band? 

Why? / Why not?
4 What sort of music do they want at the festival?

Match the verbs in the box to the underlined phrasal 
verbs below.

decide on  said, stated  left unexpectedly
organise, arrange  wait  appear, arrive

1 Please, hang on a second! You’re walking too fast!
2  After a lot of discussion we finally settled on Spain for 

our holiday.
3 We need to sort out our flights to Madrid.
4  John wasn’t enjoying acting in the school play, so he 

dropped out.
5  The match was abandoned because the referee didn’t 

show up.
6 Gustav pointed out that his uncle was a conductor.

Complete these sentences with the phrasal verbs 
in the box. Make sure you use the correct form of 
the verb.

look through  calm down  put on
look forward to  find out  catch on 

2

3

4

1  He’s a fascinating writer. I’d like to 
 more about him.

2  Her fashion designs were interesting but they 
never 

3  Why are you all shouting? 
 at once!

4  Would you mind  my 
essay and checking the spelling?

5  The drama club is going to 
 a play by Shakespeare.

6  The students  really 
 their trip to London.

Phrasal verbs
Some phrasal verbs are transitive. They always have 
an object.

I’ll think over your suggestions.
Other phrasal verbs are intransitive. They do not have 
an object.

He never discovered how the accident came about.
Some phrasal verbs can be both transitive and 
intransitive.

The doors of the bus opened and we got on.
We got on the bus.

Find examples of transitive and intransitive 
phrasal verbs in the dialogue in Activity 1.

 1.09  Listen and read.

Todd: OK ... I think we’ve all looked through Gustav’s email.
Tasha:  I don’t even know why we’re discussing it. It’s perfectly ridiculous!
Lucie:  Calm down, Tasha! Gustav is putting forward some serious points.
Rudi:  Well, it’s true that we can’t put on a pop concert for 4,000 people. 
Ramon: But 1,000 spectators would be perfectly OK. 
Tasha: Can I point out that not all pop fans are badly behaved? 
Ramon:  And the pop group we’re having is not going to drop out!
Lucie: I heard from them this morning. They’re looking forward to it.
Rudi: Hang on a minute! Who is this band?
Lucie: The River Boys. We settled on them last week.
Tasha: You didn’t show up for that meeting on time, Rudi …
Todd:  So are we all agreed? We want to include all kinds of music?
Ramon: Absolutely! We want pop, jazz, folk and classical.
Rudi:  Shall we fi nd out if Gustav’s uncle can bring his 

chamber orchestra?
Lucie: Yes, definitely. They sound fantastic.
Todd:  OK. I’ll contact Gustav today and 

see what we can sort out. 

1

 I don’t even know why we’re discussing it. It’s perfectly ridiculous! I don’t even know why we’re discussing it. It’s perfectly ridiculous!

Festival committee meeting - common room - today –12pm 
Don’t be late!
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Functions of English: asking for and giving opinions
Look at these useful expressions.

I think ...  I believe ...  I feel ...  In my opinion, ...  To my mind, ...
As far as I’m concerned, ...  If you ask me, ...  To be honest, ...

Give your opinion. Answer these questions using the expressions above.

1 What do you think of classical music? 2 What do you think of pop music?
3 What do you think of exams? 4 What do you think of zoos?

Look at these useful expressions for expressing strong opinions.

I’m sure that ...  I strongly believe that ...  I definitely think that ...
 I’m absolutely convinced that ...  I have no doubt whatsoever that ...

Give your opinion. Answer these questions using the expressions above.

1 What changes do you think should be made in your school?
2 What problems will your town face in the future? How can these problems be solved?
3 What do you think you will be doing in ten years’ time?

Group conversation

How can you ask for opinions?

What do you think of ...?  How do you feel about ...?  What’s your view on ...?
What’s your opinion of / about ...?  Do you have any thoughts about ...?

What can you say if you don’t have an opinion?

That’s an interesting question.  I haven’t really thought about this before.
I’m not entirely sure.  Could I have a moment to think about this?

Write three questions asking for opinions on any topic.

Work in small groups. Ask and answer. Find out each other’s opinions. 

Use expressions from all the boxes.

Listening comprehension

        Listen to a conversation and answer these questions.

1 Who is Miss Jackson?
2 Why is this meeting taking place? 
3 What is the outcome of the conversation?

        Listen again and answer these questions.

1 Where do you think this meeting is taking place?
2 Who asked for the meeting? Why?
3 According to Gustav, how did the committee deal with his email?
4 Does Todd agree with him?
5 What is Gustav’s main concern about pop fans?
6 What does Miss Jackson think about pop music? How do you know?
7 What is Miss Jackson’s opinion of the festival committee?
8 Does she think the festival will be a success? How do you know?

Who do you agree with? Give reasons.

1

2

3

1 1.10

2 1.10

3

Listening and speaking: functions of English: asking for and giving opinions; listening comprehension: dialogue

Listening and speaking
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25Writing features: discursive writing

Writing features
Discursive writing

Checklist
Look again at Gustav’s email on pages 18 and 19.

Subject A discursive piece of writing has a particular subject.
   What is the subject of Gustav’s email?

Purpose A discursive piece of writing has a particular purpose.
    Discuss the purpose of the email. Why is Gustav writing to the festival committee? 

What is he hoping to persuade them to do?

Opening paragraph  The first paragraph of a discursive piece of writing must make it clear to the reader what 
is being discussed and the attitude of the writer, i.e. which side of the argument he/she is on.
Find one sentence in the opening paragraph that clearly states:

• the subject.            • the writer’s attitude.

For and against  In discursive writing, the writer must look at both sides of the argument.

• Gustav is for classical music.

    Read paragraphs 2–6 of the email and make a list of why he wants classical music in 
the festival.

    • Gustav considers the arguments for including pop music but gives his reasons why the 
committee shouldn’t include it.

    Read paragraphs 7–11 of the email and make a list of why other people will want pop music 
in the festival, together with the reasons why he does not think it is a good idea.

   Why does he use five paragraphs?

Final paragraph  The final paragraph of discursive writing summarises the points that have been made before 
and comes to a conclusion.
What points does Gustav repeat that support including classical music in the festival?

   What points does Gustav repeat that are against including pop music in the festival?

Persuasive language  Obviously, Gustav wants the committee to agree with his arguments. He uses very positive 
persuasive language when he is arguing for classical music, e.g. superior, stands the 
test of time.
Find other examples of positive persuasive language in the email.

    He uses negative persuasive language when he is discussing pop music, e.g. no staying 
power, little merit.
Find other examples of negative persuasive language in the email.

Facts Gustav uses facts to support his opinion of classical music and pop music.
    He doesn’t just write a lot of students in this school play an orchestral instrument. What statistic 

does he use?

    He doesn’t just write City Pop! festival attracted a lot of people. What statistic does he use?

Writing assignment
You have read and discussed an email in a discursive style. You are now 
going to write a discursive essay.
Some people think that pupils should be involved in decisions about their 
school and should have a say in how things are run. Other people think that 
pupils are too young to take part in such important decisions. What can you 
say for and against pupils being involved in the running of their school?

A discursive essay is one in which the writer presents facts, ideas and opinions 
about a given subject and arrives at a conclusion supported by reasons.

Go to p22 in your Workbook 
for help with your planning.
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Study skills 1

Study skills 1: paragraphs

Paragraphs

How do I begin a new paragraph?

 • In a story or informal letter, leave a space of about 20mm from 
the left hand margin each time you begin a new paragraph.

 • When you are writing non-fiction, you can either leave a 
space from the left hand margin or leave a line between 
each paragraph.

When do I begin a new paragraph?

When you begin a new paragraph depends on the type of writing 
you are doing.

 • Story writing
 Begin a new paragraph:
  when something new happens.
  when you introduce a new character.
  each time a character speaks.
  when the setting changes.
  when the time changes.

 • Informal letter
Informal letters can be very like stories. You usually write about 
several different things. Begin a new paragraph when you write 
about a new subject, e.g.

  your family
  what you have been doing at home
  where you have been
  unusual news
  things you want to know

 • Information writing
When you write an information text, you write about different 
aspects of the topic. Your first paragraph introduces the topic. 
Begin a new paragraph for each new aspect of the topic.

What is a paragraph?
A paragraph is a group of sentences about one main idea.
Paragraphs help the reader because they show how a piece of writing is organised.

1

2

 On her way to school Amy was very 
worried. She had lost the letter Mum had 
asked her to post and she knew it was a very 
important letter! 

 When she came home from school, Amy 
began to search everywhere for the letter.

Keeping animals in zoos is cruel for many 
reasons.

Firstly, they have so little space in which to 
move around …

Animals should find their food, not have it 
given to them at set times in the day …

Activity

Write the next two paragraphs of Amy’s 
search for the letter.
Does Amy find the letter? When? Where?
Does Mum come home? When?
Do they have a conversation?

Activity

Write a letter to a friend in three short 
paragraphs:
1  something unusual that happened 

in school
2 what you did at the weekend
3  ask when your friend is coming to visit 

you and suggest when would be a 
good time

Activity

Title: My Family 
Write a short paragraph on each member 
of your family who lives in your house.
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 • Explanation
A piece of writing that explains something needs to be written in a 
logical order. It explains how or why something happens. Your first 
paragraph says what you are explaining. Begin a new paragraph for 
each stage in the process.

 • Expressing a point of view
When you express a point of view you give your opinion with reasons. 
Order your paragraphs like this: 

  introduction: clearly state the issue
  use a new paragraph for each reason
  conclusion: summarise your reasons

 • Balanced argument
Sometimes you are asked to write arguments for and against an issue 
with reasons.
Order your paragraphs like this:

  introduction: clearly state the issue
  use a new paragraph for each reason for
   use a new paragraph for each reason against
   conclusion: state whether you are for or against with reasons

Useful paragraph beginnings: First …  Second …  Third … Next …  After that … Finally …

Useful paragraph beginnings: I do / don’t believe … 
It is obvious that … 
One reason …
Another reason …
In conclusion …

Useful paragraph beginnings:People have different opinions …Some people think … while others …The main reason for / against …Other reasons …
Looking at both side of the argument I think …

WB p116

Activity

Write an explanation of how you travel to school. Use a 
new paragraph for each different way you travel, e.g.
P1: walk (to the bus stop)
P2: ride (on the bus)
P3: walk (from the bus to the school)

Activity

Decide if you think you should or shouldn’t clean and tidy your room weekly.
Think of at least two reasons for your point of view. 
Express your point of view in four short paragraphs:
P1: what you are expressing your point of view about P2: your first reason
P3: your second reason     P4: conclusion

Activity

Think of one reason for and one reason against: 
Students in secondary school should do two hours homework 
each night.
Write your balanced argument in four short paragraphs:
P1: explain the issue that people disagree about 
P2: write the reason for
P3: write the reason against
P4: your conclusion
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Influences
Start-up Use WB p103 for your notes.

104

Are you more influenced by people inside or outside  
of your family?
What do you think are the best kind of influences?
Are heroes always good influences? Why? / Why not?
What do you think of as being bad influences?  
What do you do about them?

Reading
•  You will read an autobiographical extract in which the 

writer recounts two very different influences from his school days. Think of three features 
you would expect the writer to use in a piece of autobiographical writing.

Vocabulary
 • These words are in the extract: atmosphere old-fashioned respect pointless 
demonstrate. Circle any you cannot remember or guess. Look them up.

 • Find out what these phrases mean: my heart sank not a care in the world.

Grammar
 • You will study would to express habitual actions in the past. What is a habit?

Word focus
 • Dictionary: You will learn where synonyms and antonyms are sometimes shown in a 
dictionary definition. Define antonym and synonym.

 • Spelling: You will look at letters that disappear from the endings of some words when a 
suffix is added. Look at this noun: adventure. What is the adjective?

 • Suffixes: You will look at adjectives formed with -ive. Think of two that you already know 
the meanings of: 1) ‘very big’ and 2) ‘nice to look at’.

Influences

▴ Teachers often have 
a long-lasting influence  
on students. Many 
successful people 
remember how a 
particular teacher 
inspired them.

▴ When people are growing 
up, they are influenced by those 
around them. Autobiographies 
often recount early influences.

◂  Families are important 
influences, not just 
parents but brothers, 
sisters and grandparents.
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Grammar in use
 • You will hear a conversation on the last day of the festival.  
What do you think would be a good way to end the festival?

 • You will learn about causative expressions. How often do you get  
your teeth checked by a dentist? Where do you have your hair cut?

Listening and speaking
 • You will practise making suggestions and giving advice. Are you better  
at giving advice or listening to advice from other people?

 • You will listen to a conversation in which a girl gets advice about a problem she has  
in school. Think of three different problems the girl might want advice about.

Conversation focus  2.17

Everyone is enjoying the festival. The students were particularly impressed by  
Professor Barnes.
1 Listen to their conversation in the festival café.
2  Read the questions on Workbook page 103. Listen again and answer the questions.
3  Talk in a group about things that influence you. Use the photos to help you, as well 

as any of your own ideas. Ask: Who do you admire? Who inspires you? Who do you try 
to be / not to be like? Say: I always listen to what ... says, I want / don’t want to be like 
…, I’m inspired by …

Writing
 • You will write an autobiographical extract about a person in your past who had an effect 
on you. Think of three different aspects of a person that you can describe in order to 
show their character. 

▴ In the classic novel, Oliver Twist, Dickens showed how thieves 
influenced poor boys into becoming thieves themselves.

▴ Ghandi’s belief in 
non-violent opposition to 
injustice influenced Nelson 
Mandela, prisoner for 25 
years but president of 
South Africa 1994–99 and 
the hero of many.

10

▴ Friends are important in most people’s lives. 
Who we spend time with when we are young can 
influence the rest of our lives.
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2.18

Reading: an autobiographical extract

I remember the first time I saw Leo. I was just 14 and it was the beginning of my 
third year at Sun Hill School. It was a freezing cold day and I was hanging around 
in the coldest corner of the playground, trying not to be noticed, as usual, and 
feeling miserable. 

My first two years at the school had been disastrous, at least I thought so. I was 
younger and smaller than the rest of the boys and cleverer than most of them, 
though I tried not to show it. I had spent two years trying to hide my ideas, my 
thoughts, my interests and, in fact, myself from Danny Liddle, the source of my 
misery, from whom I was hiding on that wintry day in the coldest corner of  
the playground.

Danny was a tough guy, large and imposing. He bought his clothes in the smartest 
shops. He got his hair cut in the latest style and it looked good. He was cool. He was 
a leader – in a way. Most boys didn’t like him but they let him do his own thing 
because they didn’t dare to stop him or didn’t know how to. His influence in the 
class was strong and the atmosphere was intimidating. At the beginning he didn’t 
notice me but after I came first in class tests a few times and then regularly, I was 
aware his eye was on me. One day he called to me across the playground. I hesitated 
in alarm and he didn’t like it. It looked like defiance. I’m surprised he didn’t 
recognise fear. He came over with one of his friends and glared at me, demanding 
respect but all he got was the trembling glance of a frightened rabbit. He didn’t 
mistake that. I was clearly someone he could use to stay on top. I could see him 
thinking it all through. He wasn’t intelligent but he was cunning.

He got into the habit of making nasty remarks about me within the hearing of 
other boys. It might be what I was wearing or my old-fashioned school bag that my 
grandmother had given me. “Hey, Robbie, don’t you know what an idiot you look?” 
he’d say. Or he’d tell everyone how pointless my latest project was. Nobody stood up 
for me and I didn’t stand up for myself. Danny could say what he liked and nobody 
would contradict him. Although I tried to keep out of his way, he always hunted me 
down. Whenever I did well, he would be there beside me, jeering and sneering to the 
amusement of his friends. Although I was the most successful student in the class, 
nobody looked up to me because Danny didn’t. He controlled the way everyone else 
treated me. However much I succeeded, I felt a failure. Nothing compensated for 
feeling like a helpless victim. 

That’s how it was when Leo arrived. When I first saw him, he was casually 
chatting to other boys, friendly and relaxed, looking like he enjoyed life and hadn’t 
a care in the world. He was tall and strongly built. He didn’t look as though he could 
ever be pushed around by someone like Danny, which was interesting, as one of 
the boys he was talking to was Danny. Danny was laughing. He glanced across the 
playground at me, and said something to Leo and laughed again. Leo looked in my 
direction. My heart sank. Two of them to deal with, I thought. I can’t bear it.

The bell went for the start of school. I’d have to go in. I’d have to walk past them. 
I knew what was going to happen. Danny was going to show this new boy how to 
treat me. He would demonstrate his power to humiliate me in front of everyone. As 
I came level with them, Danny said, “This is the clown who carries his books in a 
kid’s bag. He belongs in the kindergarten!” I felt my throat tighten and the tears 
start at the back of my eyes. I swallowed hard. I just wanted to get past. Danny was 
barring my way, waiting for an approving laugh from his new friend. It didn’t come. 

Leo
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Reading: an autobiographical extract

Instead Leo just said, “Danny says it’s your project on display in the hall.” I looked 
at him, waiting for the derisive comment. Leo said, “I’ve seen it. It’s great. Really 
interesting.” That was all. I stared at him. Danny stared at him. Then we all moved 
silently inside.

Leo’s arrival had a stunning impact on our class. Not straight away, but little by 
little, the atmosphere changed. Danny’s silly comments in class one day didn’t get 
an admiring laugh from the other boys. One day I noticed that it wasn’t just me who 
was answering questions but other boys were joining in. I no longer felt ridiculous 
for producing good work. When Danny tried to assert himself by mocking me, Leo 
would turn up at my side. He didn’t do anything. He didn’t say anything. He just 
looked at Danny and Danny would shuffle off. I had thought so many times about 
what I’d do to Danny if I was bigger. Leo was bigger but he didn’t do any of them. 
You might have thought that two giants would need to fight it out. Eventually I 
realised that Leo didn’t need to use his strength like that. Just being the way he was 
was enough to make Danny back down. Danny had used his strength to intimidate 
because, deep down, he was afraid that people wouldn’t respect him and because of 
that, they never had. His power vanished like morning mist.

Leo wasn’t the cleverest and he wasn’t the best sportsman or artist but everything 
he did, he did to the best of his ability. Gradually, I realised that was what gave him 
confidence. One warm spring day, sitting in a sunny corner of the playground, I 
told him what a difference he had made to me. He just smiled and said, “Everybody 
should have the freedom to do the best they can in the best way they can. Nobody 
should take that away from anyone. It’s a firm belief of mine. You’ve got talent so 
let it shine.” After that I started to believe in myself. My expectations for the future 
changed. Of course, Danny never bothered me again. Everything I have become and 
everything I have achieved I owe to Leo.

10
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108 Reading comprehension: phrase definitions; scanning for detail; literal, inferential and personal response questions

Reading comprehension
Discuss these questions.

1 What time of the year was it when Robbie first saw Leo?
2  How many years had Robbie already been at Sun Hill  

School before Leo arrived?
3 Who was the source of his misery?
4 Who had given Robbie his old-fashioned school bag?
5 Who was Leo talking to when Robbie first saw him?
6 Where did Danny say that Robbie belonged?
7 What did Leo say was really interesting?
8 How quickly did things change after Leo arrived?

Match the phrases to the meanings.

1 to be a tough guy 
2 to be cool 
3 to do your own thing 
4 to have not a care in the world 

a to be considered by others as having good style and being fashionable
b to behave in an individual way, not taking any notice of anyone else
c to be completely free from worries
d to be strong and not scared or worried by anyone else

Scan the text to find the answers to these questions.

1  What animal does Robbie use to describe himself when Danny first called to him across the playground?  
What impression of Robbie does this give you?

2 What person does Danny introduce Robbie to Leo as? Why do you think he uses this word?
3 What people does Robbie compare Leo and Danny to? Why do you think he describes them like this?
4 How does Robbie describe the way Danny’s power disappeared? What does this tell you about Danny?

Discuss your answers to these questions.

1 How did Danny use Robbie to ‘stay on top’?
2 What did Danny try to achieve by intimidating other boys?
3 Did the other boys respect Danny? How did they feel about him?
4  During the first two years did Danny stop Robbie from doing well at his work?  

How do you know?
5  Why do you think the boys stared at Leo when he said that Robbie’s  

project was good?
6 Did Leo and Danny ever have a real fight? How do you know?
7 What might they have had a fight about?
8 How was the question answered?

What do you think?

 • Do you think Robbie was right to keep trying to hide from Danny?  
Give your reasons.

 • Robbie was at school for two years with Danny.  
Leo stopped Danny’s behaviour in a few weeks.  
Which of them do you admire most? Explain your answer.

 • Do you agree with Leo’s belief? Why? / Why not?

1

2

3

4

5
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Grammar: would + infinitive (without to) to express habitual actions in the past 109

Grammar

Answer these questions.

1 What did Danny make fun of?
2  What happened when Robbie tried to keep out of 

Danny’s way?
3 How did Danny react when Robbie did well?
4 How did this make Robbie feel?
5 After Leo’s arrival how did things change?
6 How did Leo help Robbie?

Rewrite these sentences using would + infinitive 
(without to).

1 Danny Liddle bullied other boys.
 Danny Liddle would bully other boys.
2 He always made life difficult for Robbie.
3 Danny always wore fashionable clothes.
4 He mocked the way Robbie dressed.
5 He told Robbie that he looked stupid.
6 The other boys laughed at Robbie, too.
7 He used to sneer when Robbie did well in class.
8 Robbie always felt a failure.

Tick the box if the sentence can be changed to 
would + verb. Rewrite the sentences you ticked 
using would + infinitive (without to).

1 As a child, my father lived in the country. 
2 He had his own horse. 
3 He used to ride his horse every day. 
4 He was an only child. 
5 Sometimes he felt lonely. 
6  He used to escape from his loneliness  

in books. 

2

3

4

Read.

Danny Liddle was a bully who took pleasure in intimidating 
others. He got into the habit of making nasty comments 
about Robbie. He would make fun of his clothes or he 
would laugh at his old-fashioned school bag. Robbie tried 
to keep out of his way but Danny would always hunt him 
down. Robbie was an intelligent boy and worked hard 
at school. However, whenever he did well, Danny would 
always be there beside him jeering and sneering. However 
successful Robbie was, Danny made him feel a failure.
When Leo arrived at school, things started to change. 
Little by little Danny began to lose the power he had once 
had over the class. When Danny tried to assert himself by 
mocking Robbie, Leo would turn up at his side. He would 
not say anything. He would just look at Danny until he 
shuffled off. It soon became clear that nobody respected 
Danny and his power vanished like morning mist.

1

Think about your childhood. Write sentences 
using would + infinitive (without to). Discuss your 
sentences in pairs.

1  Think about things that you regularly did as a 
child. Write three sentences.

2  Think about things that your family would regularly 
do. Write three sentences.

3  Think about things that your primary school 
teachers would do. Write three sentences. 

We can use would + infinitive (without to) for 
actions which happened regularly in the past.
During the summer holidays we used to camp on 
the beach. 
During the summer holidays we would camp on 
the beach. 
My brothers went fishing every day. 
My brothers would go fishing every day.
I often slept under the stars. 
I would often sleep under the stars.
In speech we often use the short form of would.
Very often we’d light a fire. 
My father loved music. He’d always play the guitar 
and sing.
We cannot use would + infinitive (without to) when 
we are talking about continuing states in the past.
He used to live in London. 
Live indicates a continuing state, not a repeated 
action, so using would is impossible here.

5

10
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Word focus
A  Dictionary work  Synonyms and antonyms

Sometimes, within a definition, a synonym is given.

Sometimes, within a definition, an antonym is given.

Use your dictionary to find the synonyms of these words from the extract.

1 beginning  2 defiance 3 nasty 4 remark

Use your dictionary to find the antonyms of these words from the extract.

1 most 2 succeed 3 approve 4 firm

clever /ˈklevə(r)/ adj 1 good at learning or understanding things 

    = INTELLIGENT

aware /ə̍ weər/ adj  1 knowing about a situation or fact

    ≠ UNAWARE

1

2

B  Spelling  Disappearing letters

Sometimes when we add a suffix, a letter from the 
root word disappears, e.g.
disaster  disastrous
winter  wintry

Do these word sums. Remember, one letter from 
the root word will disappear. Use a dictionary to 
check your answers.

1 humour + ous
2 wonder + ous
3 glamour + ous
4 generous + ity
5 curious + ity
6 hinder + ance
7 remember + ance
8 enter + ance
9 repeat + ition
0 exclaim + ation 

C  Word groups
Scan the extract and find:

1 four comparative adjectives with -er.
2 four superlative adjectives with -est.
3 one superlative adjective with most.
4 four irregular past simple verbs.

1

D  Suffixes  -ive

The suffix -ive forms adjectives that show a quality 
or a tendency, e.g.
deride: to say that someone or something is stupid 
or useless
derisive: showing that you think someone or 
something is stupid or useless

Form the adjectives with -ive from these root 
words. Check spelling and meaning in  
your dictionary.

1 appreciate 2 support 3 assert 
4 select 5 impress 6 persuade

Write the -ive adjectives to complete these 
statements. The word in bold is a clue.

1 If something is repeated, it is .
2 If you argue a lot, you are .
3 If something informs you, it is .
4 If you create things, you are .
5 If you talk a lot, you are .
6 If you support someone, you are .
7 If you compete, you are .
8  If you are good at imagining, you are 

.
9  If you respond to someone, you are 

.
0 If something impresses you, it is .

1

2

1
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Grammar in use: causatives with have and get

Grammar in use

Answer these questions.

1 Is tonight the first or last night of the festival?
2  What happened to the sound system? Did they get 

it fixed?
3 Why was Eva dancing in the ballet?
4 Why did Miss Jackson look lovely?
5 What was Rudi’s good idea?
6 How will the festival close?

Make sentences as in the example. Use the  
past simple.

1 we – get – photo – take  
 We got our photo taken.
2 my father – have – car – clean 
3 we – have – house – paint
4 they – get – old tree – cut down 
5 he – have – painful tooth – pull out 
6 Miss Jackson – have – hair – do
7 Tasha – get – sound system – fix
8 Lee’s father – have – fireworks – fly over

Make sentences as in the example. Use the verbs 
from the box.

repair  frame  pull down
clean  cut  deliver

1  John’s hair is too long. What should he do?
 He should get it cut. Or: He should have it cut.

2

3

4

2  The car isn’t working. What ought we to do?
3  The windows are very dirty. What will you do?
4  Jane ordered some flowers over the phone. She 

didn’t pick them up from the shop herself. What 
did she do?

5  Mr Jones bought a very old house. He wanted to 
build a new one on that spot, so what did he do 
with the old one?

6  Sally took a lovely photo of her grandparents. She 
decided to give it to them as a present. What did 
she do with the photo?

In causative constructions, the subject of the 
sentence does not perform the action. The subject 
causes the action to happen.
Jane had her photo taken. 
Jane is the subject but she did not take the photo 
herself. A photographer did.
Danny got his hair cut.
Danny is the subject but he did not cut his hair 
himself. A hairdresser did.
In causative constructions, we use have or got + 
past participle.

Look at the causatives in the dialogue in Activity 1 
above. Say what the subject of each sentence 
is and suggest who might have performed 
the action.

2.19   Listen and read.

Lucie: What an amazing week!
Rudi: You’re right. It’s been fantastic.
Todd:  And tonight’s ballet performance was the perfect way to end  

the festival. 
Tasha:  The sound system broke down in rehearsal but we managed to  

get it fixed in time, thank goodness.
Ramon: I was surprised to see Eva on the stage.
Todd: One of the dancers had an injury, so Eva stood in for her.
Lucie: Her dress was fabulous.
Rudi: She got it made especially for tonight.
Tasha: Didn’t Miss Jackson look lovely? 
Lucie: Yes, she did. She’d had her hair done and everything.
Todd:  Congratulations, everybody! The festival’s been a huge success.
Ramon: It certainly has. Well done, everybody!
Rudi: We should get a photo taken of all the committee.
Todd: Good idea! Come on. Let’s go outside. It’s time for the grand finale.
Lucie: Thanks to Lee and his family.
Ramon:  His father is so generous. He had the fireworks flown over from  

Hong Kong especially for tonight. They’re going to be spectacular!
Rudi: And they’re starting now! Come on! Let’s go and watch!  

1

10
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Functions of English: making suggestions and giving advice
Look at these useful expressions.

You should ...  You ought to ...  Why don’t you ...?  If I were you, I would ...  I suggest + verb + -ing.
I suggest that you ...  You could always ...  Perhaps you could ...

It might be a good idea if you + past tense  Have you considered + verb + -ing?
Have you thought about +  verb + -ing?

Your friends have some simple problems. Read and make suggestions using the expressions in Activity 1.

1 “I don’t know what this word means.” 2 “I don’t know anything about this topic.”
3 “I’ve got a terrible headache.” 4 “I love these shoes but they’re worn out.”

Here are some trickier problems. Make helpful suggestions using the expressions in Activity 1.

1 2

3 4

Group conversation

First work in pairs. Make up a tricky problem that you and your partner have. Make notes.

Form groups. Find out what each other’s problems are. Talk about the problems and give advice.

Listening comprehension
You are going to hear a girl talking to her mother.

2.20   Listen. What is Katie’s problem?

1 She is ill. 2 She is lazy. 3 She is being bullied.

2.20   Listen again and answer the questions. Make notes.

1 According to Katie, why can’t she go to school today?
2 Where does Katie’s mum think they should go?
3 How much school has Katie missed this week?
4 What did Katie’s mum hear Katie doing last night?
5 Who doesn’t Katie like at school?
6 What does this girl make nasty comments about? Name four things.
7 What do the other girls do?
8 What does the girl do when Katie gets a question right?
9 What is Katie’s mum’s first piece of advice?
0 What is her second suggestion?
1 What is Katie afraid will happen?
2 Do you think Katie had a stomach ache? Why? / Why not?

Talk about it.

1 What do you think of the advice which Katie’s mum gave to her daughter?  
2 If Katie came to you for advice, what would you say to her?

1

2

3
It’s my mum’s birthday next week. I 
want to buy her a nice present but I 
haven’t got any money. Any advice?

There’s a girl in my class who’s really mean. 
She’s always making nasty remarks about 
me. I often feel like crying. What can I do?

I saw a boy in our class steal some 
money from a girl’s bag. I don’t 
know what to do. Can you help?

I’m finding my schoolwork really hard this year. I’m 
getting terrible marks and my parents are often 
cross with me. I really don’t know what to do.

4

1

2

1
1
1

3

 Listening and speaking: functions of English: making suggestions and giving advice; listening comprehension: dialogue

Listening and speaking
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Writing features: autobiographical extract

Writing features
Autobiographical extract

Checklist
Look again at Leo on pages 106 and 107.

Introduction  The writer begins by making it very clear that what he is  
about to narrate is a personal experience and has happened in the past.

   What words in the opening sentence make this clear?
   It is important that the reader knows when and where.
   What details in the opening paragraph let the reader know when and where?

First person Autobiographies are written in the first person.
   Find examples of the first person in the extract.

Past tenses Autobiographies are written in past tenses.
   Find examples of past tenses in the extract.

The plot  Things that happen in real life can be called the plot just as in fiction. In the extract, the 
writer mentions several incidents which show how Danny makes his life a misery and how Leo 
changes all that.

   Discuss what happens in the extract.

Precise detail: The writer uses precise details when he describes the characters of Danny and Leo.
the people  The reader needs to know about the characters that have had such an effect on the writer. 

They have to be more than just names.
    Danny is described as having the latest clothes. What else do we know about  

Danny’s appearance?
    Danny is described as tough. What else do we know about the type of person he is –  

his personality?
   Leo is described as tall. What else do we know about Leo’s appearance?
    Leo is described as not having a care in the world. What else do we know about the type of 

person Leo is – his personality?

Precise detail: So the reader can understand the type of person the writer is and how what happened 
writer’s thoughts affected him, he uses precise details. 
and feelings He writes:
   • the atmosphere was intimidating NOT it was not very nice.
   • I felt a failure NOT It bothered me a bit.
   Find the precise details the writer gives when:
   • Danny called him over in the playground.
   • Danny came over and glared at him.
   • Leo and Danny were talking and Leo looked in his direction.

Contrast The writer uses contrast. He contrasts the characters of Danny and Leo.
   Summarise in what way the two boys are different.
   He contrasts how he felt before and after Leo came.
   Summarise the writer’s feelings before and after Leo came.

Writing assignment
You have read and discussed an autobiographical extract in which the writer remembers two people from his past.
You are now going to write an autobiographical extract about a person / people who had an effect on you.

Leo is an autobiographical extract in which the writer remembers people in  
his past who had a great effect on him. Remembering Danny makes him  
relive his misery and fear; remembering Leo makes him feel admiration  
and gratitude.

10

Go to p110 in your 
Workbook for help 
with your planning.
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Study skills 3
Revision

There are lots of websites that give advice about how to revise. 
Look at these suggestions that students have made on a  
revision website.

Let’s look at different things you can do to revise for your  
English exam.

Spelling

Begin with your own mistakes. Most of the vocabulary you will use 
in an exam will be vocabulary you have used before. Look back 
over your written work and list the words you have misspelled. 
Spend a little time each day learning these words.

 • Use mnemonics.
 For example: 

Piece is commonly misspelled. Is it ie or ei? Just remember a 
piece of pie!
Do I use here or hear (a sound)? Just remember you hear with 
your ear!

 • Learn the rules for adding prefixes.
  If you add a prefix, the spelling of the root word DOES  

NOT change.
 For example: appear / disappear   important / unimportant

 • Learn the rules for adding suffixes.
  If you add a suffix, sometimes the spelling of the root word 

DOES change. 
 For example: make / making  begin / beginning

 • Group words together that have the same spelling pattern  
and rhyme.

 For example: flew  blew  drew  grew

Grammar

All the grammar you need to learn is at the end of your Workbook 
in the Grammar Reference section. Look through it carefully and 
mark the sections you have most difficulty with. Spend some time 
learning, then ask a friend to test you.

What is revision?
Revision is going back over what you have learned in preparation for an exam.

1

2

126 Grammar reference

Grammar reference
Present simple See English World 8 Units 1 and 41 We use the present simple for things that happen regularly.We go to the seaside every summer.  Joe watches TV every day.2 There are some verbs which are normally only used in the simple form.I know that man.
  e.g. like, love, hate, want, understand, remember, need, prefer, know, mean, sound, think (have an opinion), have (possession)

3 We can use the present simple for fixed and certain events in the future.• Statements about the calendar: Today is Monday so tomorrow is Tuesday.• Events which cannot change: When is the next full moon?• Planned, fixed events: What time is the football match?• With verbs such as arrive, come, leave, start, etc, when referring to plans, programmes or schedules:
Our train leaves in ten minutes.

Affirmative
I/You/We/They + verb 

They take exams once a year.
He/She/It + verb + s (or es) John plays football every day.  

Sara goes to school by bus.Negative I/You/We/They + do not + verb 
I do not like cold weather.

He/She/It + does not + verb 
It does not snow in August.Interrogative Do + I/you/we/they + verb + ? 
Do you speak French?

Does + he/she/it + verb + ? 
Does she live in London?Short answers Yes, I/you/we/they + do. No, I/you/we/they + don’t. Yes, we do. No, they don’t.

Yes, he/she/it + does. No, he/she/it + doesn’t. Yes, he does. No, it doesn’t.Present continuous See English World 8 Unit 11 We use the present continuous for things that are happening now.At the moment Sam is watching his favourite TV programme.  The students are writing their essays now.
2 We can use the present continuous for future events which are the result of plans or arrangements

in the present.
We’re having pizza for dinner tonight.  My cousins are coming to stay next weekend.
Harry is taking his exams next week.

Affirmative
I am + verb + ing. 

I am studying at the moment.You/We/They are + verb + ing. They are sleeping now.He/She/ It is + verb + ing. Look! It is raining.
Negative

I am not + verb + ing. I am not listening.You/We/They are not + verb + ing. We are not sleeping.He/She/It is not + verb + ing. He is not watching TV.
Interrogative

Am I + verb + ing + ? Am I dreaming?Are you/we/they + verb + ing + ? Are they sleeping?Is he/she/it + verb + ing + ? Is Joe coming?
Short answers

 Yes, I am. 
No, I’m not.Yes, you/we/they + are. No, you/we/they + aren’t. No, you’re/we’re/they’re + not.

 Yes, we are. 
No, we aren’t. No, we’re not.Yes, he/she/it + is. 
No, he/she/it + isn’t. No, he’s/she’s/it’s + not.

 Yes, he is. 
No, he isn’t. No, he’s not.Past simple See English World 8 Unit 1We use the past simple for actions which were completed in the past.Philippe entered the square. When Philippe saw the man, he became suspicious.

Affirmative
I/You/He/She/It/We/They + verb + ed (regular verbs)  

+ past simple (irregular verbs) Jill passed her exams. We went to the mall.Negative I/You/He/She/It/We/They + did not + verb. I did not buy a new camera.
Interrogative Did + I/you/he/she/it/we/they + verb + ? Did you enjoy the film?Short answers Yes, I/you/he/she/it/we/they + did. Yes, she did.No, I/you/he/she/it/we/they + didn’t. No, they didn’t.

A mnemonic is something 
to help you remember.

Be careful with rules! There are 
usually some exceptions!

make a timetable  write short notes

do practice papers  begin revision early

use mind maps  revise with a friend

summarise on index cards  draw diagrams

Activity
Have you used any of them? Which ones 
work for you?

Activity
Can you think of a good mnemonic to help 
you remember when to use:
there / their / they’re and  
were / where / we’re?

Activity
What words could you group together with 
the ght spelling pattern?
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115Study skills 3: revision

Comprehension

Comprehension is difficult to revise for because you do not know what the reading text  
is or what questions you will be asked.
You can, however, make sure you know the types of questions you will be asked.
Read this short text:

John was looking out of the window. It was raining hard and a strong wind was blowing. He 
shivered and closed the window. His friends were playing in the street with a football but he 
didn’t want to join in. 

 • Question type 1 – Literal: These are straightforward questions where you can find the exact words 
of the answer in the text, e.g. 
Question: What was John doing? Answer: He was looking out of the window.

 • Question type 2 – Inferential: The text does not give you the answer to these questions directly.  
you have to look for clues, e.g. 
Question: How do you know John was cold? Answer: We know John was cold  
because it says ‘he shivered’.

  This is not a literal question because the text doesn’t say ‘John was cold’, e.g.  
Question: Why do you think John shivered? Answer: He shivered because the  
window was open.

 • Question type 3 – Personal response: These questions are asking you for your  
opinion or what you would do, e.g. Question: Would you go out in the rain?  
Why? / Why not? Answer: I would / would not go out in the rain because …

Writing

 • Correct spelling and grammar are very important parts of your writing but you should also revise the 
features of different writing styles.

 • A good way to do this is to make a list of the different writing styles you have studied and the features / 
things you need to think about to include. Put each style on a small card, e.g.

 

3

4

Type:  Discursive essay [9 features]

Features: subject

  writer’s opinion

  purpose 

  clear opening paragraph

  for and against arguments with reasons

  final paragraph – summary

  persuasive language

  appeal to readers

  facts
Useful words / however / although / even though /   

phrases: for example / some people say / for this reason

Add useful words and phrases 
where appropriate.

WB p124

Activity
Look through the comprehension 
exercises in your Student Book or 
practice papers. Discuss what type 
of questions are being asked.

Activity
For a discursive essay there are nine features. 
Cover the box. Can you name them?
Work in pairs or groups. Choose a writing style and 
make a card like the one above. Share it with the 
class. Can they add anything you have missed?
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